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Cang Lang Ting (The Surging Wave Pavilion)
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Yang Maoyuan’s works mostly focus on the idea of history and the
form of objects from different civilizations. He connects two “objects”
with the same shape, making it impossible to distinguish their original
shapes and intentions.
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Mixing pointillism with Chinese painting, Zhuang Ying’s silhouettes
of trees are made of thousands of little dots painted with the tip
of a brush. The result of a long and meditative process, her landscapes are striking by their innocent simplicity.
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Living in Chongqing, Vincent Cazeneuve is perpetuating the traditional technique of lacquer in his artworks. Beyond lacquer, his compositions play with the properties, shapes,
textures and density of a wide range of materials that he uses as his palette.
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Wang Yi’s sculptures are made out of resin of different colours. Geometric,
Transparent, they combine each other and interact with the light and the space
bringing a totally new dimension to the surrounding environment
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“Serpent of Being” is a site-specific creation of artist Chen Zhe’s. With the
image of the floating ouroboros, she connects the stone cave of Kanshan
with the outside. This mysterious symbol, which symbolizes the rebirth of
cycles and the fusion of duality, simultaneously transcends the space’s
boundaries, light and darkness, culture and nature, providing visitors
with a moment of peaceful pause.
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Though his works, Ni Youyu creates unexpected conversations between civilizations and centuries. His “Pagoda” is made of lotus seats of decrescent sizes
stacked on top of each other. A composition of ready-mades brings together
ancient artifacts in a very contemporary language.
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LaBar’s abstract sculptures are composed of individual and wheel thrown elements. He assembles the parts together to form an elaborate matrix before
placing them in a kiln. As the heat of the kiln melts the clay and glaze, the
components settle into a stable, composite piece. As the forms twist, bend
and interact with each other, the final work reflects the tension, chaos, harmony and unity, between the individual components.
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Cai Zhisong reinterprets traditional Chinese elements and
symbols with materials. Made of lead, the scroll supposed
to mount paintings becomes an empty, heavy, and meditative object.
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Uma’s sculptures are striking by their economy of means, carved from the
bark of a living bamboo that is carefully reassembled. Minimalist and poetic, her works are an ode to the beauty of nature.
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Zhang Xiaoli’s works are playfully bringing the ancient Chinese painting aesthetic towards the future. She blends together the classical Chinese perspective with an isometric view used in the video games of her childhood. Appearing as if they were
made out of lego bricks, the trees, rocks and other natural elements in her landscapes
are rationalized, giving the viewers a quite surreal yet very contemporary feeling.
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Sun Yanchu’s “Developer Paintings” experiments with darkroom chemicals
and photographic papers in the tradition of Chinese ink painting. Sun Yanchu works with brush and intuition to control the chemicals, temperature,
light exposure and developing process to create his images.
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Zeng Jianyong’s landscapes are quite unconventional in the realm of traditional Chinese ink-wash painting. His paintings are depicting a colourful
fairy-tale world blending childhood memories with a literati universe.
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One same reality can be perceived from an infinity of perspectives.
Following the methodology of impressionist painters depicting a
same landscape thorough the day, Ji Zhou combines photographic
fragments of a same scenery taken under different lighting conditions.
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He Jian’s anachronic paintings mix the traditional language of Shanxi’s
mural painting with contemporary elements making it more relatable
to our everyday lives. Made on rice paper, his painting uses a unique
technique of multiple layers blurring our perception of time.
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Aaajiao is a leading figure of New Media Art. In this work, he’s combining different 3D printing techniques to create a fictional root, leaving
it to the algorithm to make the decisions nature would usually make.
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BENTU believes that a truly beautiful environment is not only sustainable but also renewable and restorable. They have been investigating
using ceramic waste in Foshan to replace natural marble aggregate
in the traditional concrete making process. The Liang modular outdoor bench made of industrial waste creates a dialogue with the stone
benches in the garden.
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XI PI pattern is one kind of Lacquer decoration technique, dating back
to ancient China. It is the result of brushing multiply layers of alternation
colored lacquer over a textured surface. After grinding and polishing, a
topographical map reveals on the surface. Ji Huang combines the transparency of glass and Xi Pi Pattern to accentuate the effect of light, color,
and shadow of Xi Pi Glass.
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Charlotte Kingsnorth is interested in the deconstruction of archetypes, dismantling the identity of an object and cross-pollinating typologies and methods of
making. This series explores the personification of old beaten up chair frames
with a sense of a life before. There is an anthropomorphic happening during
the process of enveloping the frame with upholstery.
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The Stone by the Door was founded by Meya Tazi and Meryem Benyahya. They
tell stories through hand-made pieces and their materials, with a focus on local
craftsmanship in Morocco. Their Hand Candy collection transforms the Bamboo
House into a ritual space with its spontaneous and instinctive gestures.
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Li Naihan’s recent work in lacquer aims to bring contemporary form-making to this 8,000-year-old tradition. This pair of chairs is from a collection
that evokes the 1920s and 1930s Art Deco movement, especially as it developed in Shanghai. The work exemplifies the potential of lacquer and its
multiple historical resonances in contemporary artisanal design.
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Li Gongbiao’s works are based on traditional culture, combined with everyday
life. He intends to draw a connection with the traditional culture - using abstraction, aesthetics, and iron art as tools to explore perception, objectivity, and
identity of things.
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studio KAE is a design and material research studio based in Shanghai. Catalyseat is inspired by ceramic decal decorations and the textile tie-dying technique called Shibori to explore traditional coloring
craftsmanship. Intricate patterns from Shibori are transferred to the
work’s porcelain body using linen and graphite. The texture of the
fabric adds a poetic ink brush touch to the bamboo garden.
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The water in Canglangting has its own characteristics - free and
open. The ink brushes through the canvas to depict the wave entering the screen, almost as a silent chant. The screen is placed
inside the Mountain-in-View Tower, which is the highest point in
Canglangting. It is no longer a spatial divider, but creates a sense
of ritual within a transition of time. Hao Yang works with painting,
video, and writing.
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Zhou Yilun believes that each era has its own representative material and
that, at this moment, foam and polymer represent speed, durability, and
portability. With the help of 3D modeling and CNC tools, anyone can become a creator using this materials. Each piece in this collection of Practice
furniture originates from a small piece of modeled plasticine.
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Part of a series of bronze bird sculptures by
Wang Keping, historical figure of Chinese
contemporary art. The iconic language of
the artist, a bit primitive and instinctive. It’s
been said the sculpture has been requested by the geese from the pond.
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In the lineage of a millennial tradition of
potters, Sylvie Enjalbert’s pots carry both
ancestral and contemporary resonances.
They appear as universal, self-evident, devoid of any belonging to a particular culture or country or epoch.
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Utilizing an age-old honeycomb technique
seen in paper gourd making in China, Li
Hongbo creates kinetic paper works which
elegantly expand, contract, and retract.
These sculptures hint at influences of folk
traditions in China, but in a contemporary
light.
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Vhils’s images are inextricable from the
material itself. With this subtractive process, Vhils unites elements of painting and
sculpture and reflects on how the built environment absorbs social changes and development.
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Made out of thin porcelain chips carefully
assembled and stuck together by firing, Xin
Yaoyao’s works are striking by their fragility.
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Originally from Yantai, Shandong province,
the Chinese capital of apple production,
Zhang Xiao spent the last years documenting the ecosystem of this industry. His
works offer us a poetic insight into the reality of modern agriculture.
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Humorously playing with tradition in a
quite pop manner, Xu Zhen takes an iconic
ceramic vase and bends its head horizontally making it useless, only usable as a decorative object, making fun at the question
of functionality in art and design.
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Yang Song’s abstract pagoda like sculptures are actually silhouettes of faces and
objects that have been rotating at a very
high speed then scanned and printed in
3D.

Zhao Jinya uses different glass qualities,
colours and structures in order to explore
the infinite potentiality of glass blowing.
Playing with transparencies, she creates atmospheric pieces.
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Originally from Yantai, Shandong province, the Chinese capital of apple production, Zhang Xiao spent the last years documenting the ecosystem of this industry. His works offer us a poetic insight into the reality of modern agriculture.
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Made out of thin porcelain chips carefully assembled and stuck together by
firing, Xin Yaoyao’s works are striking by their fragility.
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Humorously playing with tradition in a quite pop manner, Xu Zhen takes an iconic
ceramic vase and bends its head horizontally making it useless, only usable as a
decorative object, making fun at the question of functionality in art and design.
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Part of a series of bronze bird sculptures by Wang Keping, historical figure
of Chinese contemporary art. The iconic language of the artist, a bit primitive and instinctive. It’s been said the sculpture has been requested by the
geese from the pond.
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Zhao Jinya uses different glass qualities, colours and structures in order to explore
the infinite potentiality of glass blowing. Playing with transparencies, she creates
atmospheric pieces.
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Yang Song’s abstract pagoda like sculptures are actually silhouettes of faces and
objects that have been rotating at a very high speed then scanned and printed in 3D.
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In the lineage of a millennial tradition of potters, Sylvie Enjalbert’s pots carry both ancestral and contemporary resonances. They appear as universal, self-evident, devoid of
any belonging to a particular culture or country or epoch.
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Utilizing an age-old honeycomb technique seen in paper gourd making in China, Li Hongbo creates kinetic paper works which elegantly expand, contract, and retract. These sculptures hint at influences of folk traditions in China, but in a contemporary light.
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Vhils’s images are inextricable from the material itself. With
this subtractive process, Vhils unites elements of painting and
sculpture and reflects on how the built environment absorbs
social changes and development.
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Made for Paola C. in Milano in blown glass.
Aldo Cibic’s glass pieces are vividly coloured giving them a quite fun yet elegant aspect.
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Yi Yuan (The Garden of Pleasance)

Hong Lei uses photography to recreate the
aesthetic of traditional painting. The beauty
of his images is deceptive, the simulacra of
the construction of the image are still visible and the elements have lost their luster.
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With his “Xu” series produced by artisans
in Jingdezhen, Hao Zhenhan wants to bring
back the attention towards the overlooked
importance of the craft and the creative fertility of the soil.
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Jiang Zhi’s “Love Letters” are one of his
most acclaimed photographic series. They
are an ode to the beauty, the fire, the pain,
the sadness, the dedication and the faith of
love.
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Mao Guanshuai’s integrate the impfections of wood as a central part of his sensual wood carved sculptures. Through a
meticulous process of cutting, chiseling,
chainsawing, sandpapering, and carving,
Mao Guanshuai liberates these shapes that
have been hiding in these blocks of wood
all along.
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Fascinated by fungi, Wang Yiyi’s ceramic
sculptures are the result of a collaborative
process between the clay and the living.
She let the mushroom grow, feeding from
the clay before firing it.
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Like cultural relics excavated from the soil,
Ryan Mitchell’s sculptures create a spiritual
dialogue between the materiality and the
origins of the clay and his cultural significance through the artifacts it is used to be
turned into.
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Based in Carrara, the Italian marble capital,
Isao Sugiyama turned this stone into a zen
landscape where stands a temple reduced
to that most universal expression: four pillars and a roof. His meditative pieces are
worlds on their own.

of contrast between Chinese ancient philosophy with that of the western sleek contemporary attitude. Building a constant dialogue between European minimal culture
and oriental craftsmanship, the final result
is design that has function without obligation.
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Song Tao’s practice engages the territory

Inspired by the ruins of the demolished
concrete buildings of her former neighbourhood, Zhang Min’s ceramic sculptures
have a roughness that reminds us of scholar’s stones.
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Based in Carrara, the Italian marble capital, Isao Sugiyama turned this stone into a
zen landscape where stands a temple reduced to that most universal expression: four
pillars and a roof. His meditative pieces are worlds on their own.
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Like cultural relics excavated from the soil, Ryan Mitchell’s sculptures create a
spiritual dialogue between the materiality and the origins of the clay and his cultural significance through the artifacts it is used to be turned into.
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Fascinated by fungi, Wang Yiyi’s ceramic sculptures are the result of a collaborative process between the clay and
the living. She let the mushroom grow, feeding from the clay before firing it.
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Inspired by the ruins of the demolished concrete buildings of her former neighbourhood, Zhang Min’s ceramic sculptures have a roughness that reminds us of scholar’s stones.
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Jiang Zhi’s “Love Letters” are one of his most acclaimed photographic series. They are an ode to the beauty, the fire, the pain, the sadness, the dedication and the faith of love.
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Hong Lei uses photography to recreate the aesthetic of traditional
painting. The beauty of his images is deceptive, the simulacra of
the construction of the image are still visible and the elements have
lost their luster.
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With his “Xu” series produced by artisans in Jingdezhen, Hao Zhenhan
wants to bring back the attention towards the overlooked importance
of the craft and the creative fertility of the soil.
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Song Tao’s practice engages the territory of contrast between Chinese ancient philosophy with that of the western sleek contemporary attitude. Building a constant dialogue between European minimal culture and oriental craftsmanship, the final result is
design that has function without obligation.
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Mao Guanshuai’s integrate the impfections of wood as a central part of his sensual wood carved sculptures. Through a meticulous process of cutting, chiseling,
chainsawing, sandpapering, and carving, Mao Guanshuai liberates these shapes
that have been hiding in these blocks of wood all along.
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Made for Paola C. in Milano in blown glass. Aldo Cibic’s
glass pieces are vividly coloured giving them a quite fun
yet elegant aspect.
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In his paintings, Peng Jian deliberately
merges Western and Chinese painting
traditions, approaching the Song Dynasty ruled-line architectural painting style of
“Jiehua” with a contemporary aesthetic.
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Irene Kung’s portraits of trees feel unreal,
even though no manipulation is done on
the tree itself. She only removes everything
unessential in order to show the tree as it is.
This work is an ode to nature and its complex beauty.
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Yi Pu (The Garden of Cultivation)
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Made out of clay, Lin Enge’s leaves are poetic by their simplicity. A leaf from a nearby tree is just printed on the thin surface
of a ceramic sheet then roughly folded to
take the shape of the leaf. His man-made
representations are faithful to a Chinese
aesthetic tradition where the boundaries
between Nature and Culture are blurred,
leaving it to the viewer to guess where one
ends and when the other starts.
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In his works, Qi Zhuo’s likes to use ordinary
objects in an extraordinary way. Made out
of porcelain, his “paper planes” reminiscent of childhood memories are stunning
by their fragility and the technical craftmanship required to make them exist.
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Renowned calligrapher and professor at
Suzhou University, Zhang Dalu’s calligraphy tries to bring the traditional medium
towards a more contemporary dimension.
His series of 24 works explores the importance of the 24 seasons in the Chinese calendar.
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An important figure of Contemporary Ink
Art, Zhu Lan’s pieces have been inspired
by the gardens of Suzhou. He believes that
reality and emptiness, space and aura, life
and death, are separated from the influence of the appearance of the object and
go to the depths of the spirit.
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In his works, Qi Zhuo’s likes to use ordinary objects in an extraordinary way. Made out of
porcelain, his “paper planes” reminiscent of childhood memories are stunning by their
fragility and the technical craftmanship required to make them exist.
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Made out of clay, Lin Enge’s leaves are poetic by their simplicity. A
leaf from a nearby tree is just printed on the thin surface of a ceramic
sheet then roughly folded to take the shape of the leaf. His man-made
representations are faithful to a Chinese aesthetic tradition where the
boundaries between Nature and Culture are blurred, leaving it to the
viewer to guess where one ends and when the other starts.
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Irene Kung’s portraits of trees feel unreal, even though no manipulation is
done on the tree itself. She only removes everything unessential in order to
show the tree as it is. This work is an ode to nature and its complex beauty.
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In his paintings, Peng Jian deliberately merges Western and Chinese painting traditions, approaching the Song Dynasty ruled-line architectural painting style of “Jiehua” with a contemporary aesthetic.
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Looking like a space landscape, Wang Yuyang’s ink paintings actually represent dust
at a microscopic scale. Wang Yuyang is always playing with scientific elements within
his work, not in a rigorous way but to highlight their spirituality.
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Renowned calligrapher and professor at Suzhou University, Zhang Dalu’s calligraphy
tries to bring the traditional medium towards a more contemporary dimension. His
series of 24 works explores the importance of the 24 seasons in the Chinese calendar.
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Wu Jian’an’s works are based on the traditional Chinese medium of paper cut—whereby he extends tradition
into contemporary Chinese art. Elaborating and expanding on the 1500-year-old technique, his practice
explores iconography from various sources around the world.
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An important figure of Contemporary Ink, Zhu Lan’s pieces have been inspired by the gardens of Suzhou. He believes that reality and emptiness,
space and aura, life and death, are separated from the influence of the
appearance of the object and go to the depths of the spirit.
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